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Morning CORE

US Futures-World Markets: I never thought I would report on President Trump’s health in a market note, but
it sums up 2020. Reports circulated that he could be discharged from the hospital as early as today. I’m no
doctor, but the guy looks pretty good for an ‘obese’ 74 year-old. Hope remains that a stimulus package deal
is coming as the economic recovery remains choppy. No surprise that we are way past the drop-dead for a
compromise and negotiations continue. The stock market is looking for a stimulus bridge to get us to early2021 when life starts to return to normal. DraftKings announced a 32 million share offering from the
company and existing shareholders. Smart move to take some money off the table with the stock +496%
YTD as of Friday’s close. I can’t remember the last time the 10-yr was over 0.70. The VIX is +4% with
investors nervous around the election. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +24.00, 10-Yr Yield: 0.715%.
CORE Headlines:
 House speaker Nancy Pelosi said talks were making progress, but suggested the outcome would
hinge on whether the Trump administration offers more funds for testing and tracing.-TTN
 Bristol Myers Squibb said it would buy MyoKardia for about $13 billion to expand its heart drugs
business and reduce its dependence on cancer treatments.-Reuters
 Cineworld, the world's second-biggest cinema chain, will close its UK and U.S. movie theatres this
week, leaving as many as 45,000 workers unemployed, as it fights a coronavirus-related collapse in
film releases and cinema-going.-Reuters
 Blackrock: The asset-management giant backed fewer environmental votes at annual meetings this
year than last, despite chief Larry Fink’s warnings in January that climate change represented a risk to
markets unlike any previous crisis.-FT
 Small towns fostered a wave of new downtown restaurants and specialty shops in recent years,
bringing much-needed growth, but the challenges faced by businesses in many of these places hint
that the revival is now in danger because of the pandemic.-WSJ
 With Trump in the hospital, his re-election team is rushing to get his campaign back on track, with vice
president Mike Pence leading the effort and members of the president’s families and other surrogates
“fanning out” across the country in what Trump called Operation MAGA.-WSJ
 Joe Biden’s proposal to raise the corporate tax rate to 28 percent from 21 percent, impose a new
minimum tax on US companies, and increase taxes on foreign income of many U.S.-based
multinationals could undermine a key driver of the market recovery, according to some analysts.-WSJ
 SPCE: Wall Street is extremely bullish on Virgin Galactic stock, with analysts giving it a buy rating
despite a lack of revenue and commercial flights still months away—but some in the scientific
community are taking a more measured approach to Richard Branson's space company.-IBD
 California’s wildfires surpassed a grim milestone Sunday, more than doubling the size of last year’s
blazes, though the fire season is still far from over—more than four million acres have burnt this
year, an area larger than Connecticut.-NYP
 Traders say they are seeing a familiar pattern in options trading that suggests the Nasdaq Whale—
most likely SoftBank chief Masayoshi Son—is back and raising fears that tech investors could be in
for another big hangover.-NYP
 Activists armed with millions of dollars from donors like Michael Bloomberg and LeBron James are
canvassing in Florida to help former felons—who can’t vote if they owe the state any fines—register
to vote before a deadline today.-NYT
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Republican senator Pat Toomey of Pennsylvania will not seek reelection or run for governor of
Pennsylvania in 2022, according to sources—and will make an “announcement regarding his future
political plans” on Monday morning.-TheHill
With US airlines set to cut thousands of jobs, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said she is willing to move
forward with aid for them as separate legislation or as part of the broader coronavirus relief deal that
Democrats and the White House continue to negotiate.-WSJ (just give the money directly to those let
go)
Airbnb: The company will prohibit one-night rentals during the Halloween weekend as part of an
effort to crack down on people who rent homes to have parties.-NYP

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 FS Blog: Being smart isn’t enough https://bit.ly/33w6KO8 Hire people that are also social. Matters for
corporate culture.
 AEI: China’s aggressive tactics aim to bolster Communist party https://bit.ly/3lhyVGO (I’ll stick to my
personal theory that Xi isn’t a smart guy.)
Charts from The Daily Shot:
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A look at the September payrolls report. The labor market recovery continued last month, but there
were patches of weakness in the data. The headline payrolls figure was below consensus ,…

Source: @WSJ Read full article

• … driven by weak government employment.
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– Remote or limited-attendance classes resulted in fewer hires in the education sector.

Source: Scotiabank Economics

– There was also a reduction in census workers, which impacted federal employment.
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• But private payrolls exceeded expectations.
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Below are the best- and worst-performing sectors.
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Source: Bloomberg Read full article

Half of the jobs lost at the start of the crisis have been recovered.

Source: @WSJ Read full article

Another concerning development is the weakness in prime-age labor force participation, especially
among women (2nd chart).
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Source: Jeffrey Sparshott, @WSJ Read full article

Just as we saw in the Conference Board’s index, the updated September U. Michigan consumer
sentiment report showed substantial improvements.
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Housing inventories remain depressed, …

… pushing prices higher.
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Record-low mortgage rates have been boosting demand.
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Which sectors are most sensitive to tax increases?

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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The credit markets are pointing to downside risks for stocks.

Source: BofA Global Research

Retirement savings:

Source: Barron’s Read full article
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Apple beating the Swiss watch industry:

Source: Statista

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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